PHCpack is a software package to solve polynomial systems via homotopy continuation methods. In the last twenty years (since the start of the development of PHCpack), the notion of solving a polynomial system by PHCpack evolved from approximating all isolated complex solutions for systems with as many equations as variables into providing tools for a numerical irreducible decomposition. This document provides the outline for a software demonstration highlighting recent additions to the software, such as accepting polynomials with negative exponents and sweeping for real points that lie isolated on complex solution curves.
Introduction and Related Software
PHCpack is a software package that contains many homotopy methods to solve polynomial systems. A homotopy method is a method to define a family of systems, connecting the given system to an easier to solve system. Numerical continuation or path following methods then track the solutions from the easier system to the given system.
The first public release of the source code (version 1.0) of PHCpack is archived in [14] . In [11] is a description of the tools available in PHCpack to compute a numerical irreducible decomposition. At an ISSAC 2005 tutorial, the author listed 22 algorithms explicitly as part of PHCpack. Interfaces to MATLAB (or Octave) and Maple are available [8] . The blackbox solver and path trackers of PHCpack are also available to Python scripts. Thanks to the efforts of William Stein and Marshall Hampton, PHCpack is one of the optional packages in Sage. Since version 2.3.52 PHCpack contains a Macaulay2 package (based on [7] ) to access the Littlewood-Richardson homotopies (presented at ISSAC 2010).
Homotopy continuation methods for polynomial systems are implemented in various computer programs, listed in alphabetic order: Bertini [1] , CONSOL [10] , HOM4PS-2.0 [6] , HomLab [12, Appendix C], NAG4M2 [7] , PHoM [5] , POLSYS PLP [15] , and POLSYS GLP [13] . Both POLSYS PLP and POL-SYS GLP are part of the development of HOMPACK. Polyhedral homotopies need mixed volumes, computed by DEMiCs [9] , Mixvol [2] , and MixedVol [3] .
Solving Systems of Laurent Polynomials
The blackbox solver of PHCpack is invoked via the option -b of the executable phc. This solver expects a system that has as many equations as unknowns. If the coefficients are sufficiently generic, then the mixed volume of the Newton polytopes of the polynomials in the system counts the number of isolated solutions without zero components.
For example, as input to phc -b, we create a file input with its content the next three lines:
The system has exactly 6 isolated complex solutions and despite the particular choice of the coefficients, the mixed volume is an exact root count.
The improved performance of the blackbox solver (thanks to the integration of MixedVol [3] into PHCpack) led to the calculation of stable mixed volumes for polynomial systems. The stable mixed volume is not computed if the user submits a polynomial system with negative exponents, a so-called Laurent system. Laurent systems are particular systems of rational expressions. Such systems occur for example as the maximum likelihood equations in algebraic statistics. Instead of clearing denominators -leading to higher degree polynomials and spurious solutions -we replace the denominators by new variables raised to negative powers. Polyhedral homotopies by default do not compute solutions with zero components so spurious solutions that make denominators vanish are in many cases avoided.
On computers with multiple cores, the blackbox solver will run faster when called with the option -t followed by the number of threads, e.g.: phc -b -t4 input output to solve a system in the file input with 4 threads. Implementation details were presented at PASCO 2010.
Numerical Algebraic Geometry
The basic data structure manipulated by PHCpack is a pair of lists: a list of polynomials and a list of solutions. At first this format seems limited to isolated solutions, although with slack variables, this pair also stores a numerical representation for a positive dimensional solution set, a so-called witness set in numerical algebraic geometry [12] . We divide the algorithms in two classes:
1. Given a polynomial system, compute witness sets for solution sets at various dimensions. 2. Given a witness set for a pure dimensional solution set, factor into irreducible components.
In symbolic computation, the computation of the dimension of an algebraic set appears in [4] . As running example, we save the following lines 3 (x^2 -y)*(x -0.1); (x^3 -z)*(y -0.3); (x*y -z)*(z -0.5); in the file ex1. In factored form, we recognize the twisted cubic (x, x 2 , x 3 ) for any x, along with an isolated point (0.1,0.3,0.5). But there are more isolated solutions to this system. Running the blackbox solver directly on this system will still give all isolated solutions as well-conditioned points but phc -b will not give a numerical representation for the twisted cubic.
Solving the system in the file ex1 now becomes computing a numerical irreducible decomposition. In the top-down approach, this happens in three stages:
1. phc -c, menu option #0: run a cascade After entering names of input and output file, the user is prompted for the top dimension to start the cascade of homotopies. As one is the top dimension, we enter 1 and the program adds one hyperplane with random complex coefficients to compute generic points on the twisted cubic. If we choose ex1out as name of the output file, the three generic points on the twisted cubic will be written to the file ex1out sw1. Candidate isolated points are in the output file ex1out sw0. The suffix sw stands for super witness set as the solution lists may contain junk.
2. phc -f, menu option #2: breakup a witness set We give the file ex1out sw1 as input to phc -f after selecting the second option on the menu. Because 1 is the top dimension in our example, we know that all points on file are generic. Factoring this pure dimensional solution set into irreducible components is done by partitioning the witness set into subsets of generic points for each irreducible component. Monodromy loops are certified by linear traces. As the program finds loops to connect all generic points for our example, we conclude that the twisted cubic is irreducible.
3. phc -f, menu option #1: filter junk At the end of the cascade, there are nine solutions on file in ex1out sw0. Some of these nine solutions will be classified as junk because they lie on the twisted cubic. To filter junk points, the user must provide a witness set for the twisted cubic (in the file ex1out sw1) and the solutions in the file ex1out sw0. The homotopy membership test will show that five out of the nine given solutions lie on the twisted cubic. So the system has also four isolated roots.
In the bottom-up approach, the equation-by-equation solver in PHCpack is available as phc -a. This alternative to stage 1 does not require to enter the top dimension.
Sweeping for Real Solutions
All homotopies constructed above have randomly generated coefficients in the start system, so that with probability one singular solutions occur only at the end of the solution paths. However, parameters occur in systems naturally and then we want to track solution paths extending the solution set from a particular instance of the parameters. To detect singularities along a path, PHCpack offers a homotopy to sweep a path for singularities.
For example, the input file to phc -p starts with 4 5 x1*x2^2 + x1*x3^2 -A*x1 + 1; x2*x1^2 + x2*x3^2 -A*x2 + 1; x3*x1^2 + x3*x2^2 -A*x3 + 1; (1-t)*(A-0.1) + t*(A+0.1);
where A is a natural parameter and t is an artificial parameter. The input file also contains the 21 solutions for t = 0. As t goes from 0 to 1, we sweep the parameter A from +0.1 to −0.1. As result of the sweep, the tracking stops at t equal to 0.5 for four of the 21 solution paths because at t = 0.5, there is a quadruple root. Three paths start to diverge to infinity as t approaches 0.5.
